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ABSTRACT 

General dynamic reporting system is used to display general tabulated data to users. Building a 

general dynamic reporting system is a tedious and time-consuming process. In this paper, we 

proposed a framework to eliminate a developer involvement in a dynamic reporting system. 

We proposed a dynamic reporting system to be developed in three separated modules namely: 

i. table manipulation module, ii. data manipulation module and iii. reporting module. Finally, 

in this paper we focus on designing the generic master table for table manipulation module 

namely master_table and master_column. 

Keywords: Reporting System; Dynamic Reporting System; Generic Reporting System 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Reporting system is a systematic method to provide and receive data and information [1]. 

Reporting system can be distinctly classified into static reporting system or dynamic reporting 

system. The information in static reporting system is implausible to change over time while the 

information in dynamic reporting system do change over time [2]. The data and information in 

static reporting system is usually hardcoded whereas data and information in dynamic reporting 

system will be stored in a database system. 

Presently, there are a lot of existing dynamic reporting systems such as those discussed in [3 - 

9]. However, all discussed reporting systems are specific for certain field as summarize in Table 

1. It is safe to conclude that, a general reporting system is not usually discussed and studied. 
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Table 1. Summarize of Recent Studied Reporting System 

Type of Reporting System Reference 

Banking and Finance 3 

Environment Management 4 – 5 

Healthcare Management 6 – 7 

Network Management 8 – 9 

 

General reporting system is used to display general tabulated data to end user. In Malaysia, 

general tabulated data may come from various sources such as the Department of Statistics 

Malaysia [10] and the Institut Darul Ridzuan [11]. They share abundant general tabulated data 

on national statistics, education, environment et cetera, for Malaysia and Perak respectively. 

But most of the data set is only shared either as comma-separated values (CSV) or Excel format 

which means end users must first download the data and later manipulate it before they can 

view the data. This can be safely concluded as immediate result from general reporting system 

is unusually discussed and studied. 

Developing a reporting system is a time consuming, tedious and endless tasks [12]. Reporting 

system for general tabulated data are usually built in-house. However, in-house reporting 

system is prone to change regularly during the system operation. 

Therefore, we proposed a dynamic reporting system to ease and produce efficient reporting 

system for general tabulated data. In this paper, we will present the planning level and analysis 

level to build a dynamic reporting system for general tabulated data with the aim to eliminate 

programmer extensive programmer involvement. 

 

2. PLANNING STAGE 

Typically, the dynamic reporting system involved three-stage user usage. A programmer is 

responsible to develop a system that later can be used by the clerk. A clerk is accountable to 

ensure required data are to make available to the users. Figure 1 summarizes the link between 

programmer, clerk and user in three-stage user usage. 

 

 

Fig.1. Three-Stage User in Reporting System 
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Typical dynamic reporting system requires an extensive involvement of a programmer before 

a clerk and a user can utilize the system. Figure 2 summarizes the typical dynamic reporting 

system environment. 

 

 

Fig.2. Typical Dynamic Reporting System 

 

First, a programmer must make available table for manipulation. The programmer must ensure 

all required tables are created including all the entity inside the table itself such as column name 

and its data type. Second, a programmer must accommodate the clerk with data manipulation 

module such as view module, insert module, update module and delete module. Third, a 

programmer must furnish users with reporting module such as data tabulation module and data 

visualization module. The data tabulation module will display all the data from selected table 

into a table format and the data visualization module will summarize data into graphical chart 

format. 
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3. ANALYSING STAGE 

3.1 Proposed Framework for Dynamic Reporting System 

The main goal of this paper is to eliminate extensive programmer involvement in dynamic 

reporting system. However, it is not feasible to simply disregard the programmer’s role. The 

programmer’s main task such as table manipulation, data manipulation module and reporting 

module must still be catered. 

Frequently, in any dynamic reporting system, the programmer will prepare the table for 

manipulation using database administrator module. However, aside from security purposes and 

the tediousness of database administrator module, it is not feasible to allow the clerk to access 

database administrator module. 

To eliminate extensive programmer involvement in dynamic reporting system we suggest a 

three separated module: i. table manipulation module, ii. data manipulation module and iii. 

reporting module. 

 

 

Fig.3. Proposed dynamic reporting system 

 

Table manipulation module will allow the clerk to create a table including all the entity inside 

the table itself such as column name and its data type. Data manipulation module will allow the 

clerk to select, insert, update and delete data into the created table. The reporting module will 

allow users to view data in the data tabulation module and data visualization module. Figure 3 

summarizes the proposed dynamic reporting system. 

Later in this paper, will focus our discussion on creating a required generic table for the table 

manipulation module. 
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3.2 Table Manipulation 

We suggest a generic table manipulation module to be provided to the clerk. This will allow the 

clerk to manage the table and all the entities inside the table itself such as column name and its 

data type. 

Before we can create a table manipulation module, we need to observe the table title and table 

name. Any input from the clerk will be used as table title and table name. The table title will be 

used as table data title that later display to clerk and user and hyperlink text throughout the 

system. Meanwhile, for the table name the same input from clerk will be converted in to small 

letters with additional three rules: i. symbol will ignore, ii. empty space to be replaced with 

underscore and iii. limit to only 64 characters. Table name will be used as the actual table name 

for the system reference and the hyperlink address throughout the system. 

Both the table title and table name will later be stored in a table named master_table that will 

be the reference to create a complete table manipulation module later. Table 2 summarizes the 

requirement for table title and table name in master_table. 

 

Table 2. Summarize of master_table requirement 

 master_table 

User Input Any user input 

Title Maintain User Input 

Name 

 Convert to small letter 

 Convert space to underscore 

 Ignore symbol 

 Limit to only 64 characters 

 

3.3 Column Manipulation 

In our analysis, we found out that the general tabulated data type usually comprises of round 

number, real number or short text. Therefore, other available data types such as date and time, 

spatial, and long text can be ignored. Apart from that, not all numerical data type is required as 

we already concluded that tabulated data usually comprise round number and real number. This 

conclusion lead to a simpler table manipulation module especially on the column data type 

initialization. 

Since column data type initialization has been simplified, handover of the table manipulation 

from a programmer to clerk is possible. Meanwhile, column title and column name will follow 
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the same convention as discussed previously for table name and table title respectively. Both 

column title and column name will later be stored in a table named master_column that will 

also be the reference to create a complete table manipulation module later. However, 

master_column table will be provided with additional column to store column data type. Table 

3 summarizes the requirement for column title, column name and column data type in 

master_column. 

 

Table 3. Summarize of master_column requirement 

 master_column 

User Input Any user input 

Title Maintain User Input 

Name  Convert to small letter 

 Convert space to underscore 

 Ignore symbol 

 Limit to only 64 characters 

Data type  round number  int(11) 

 real number decimal(10,3) 

 short text varchar(10) 

 

4. DESIGNING STAGE 

4.1 Designing Generic Master Table 

Before we can proceed with a complete design of table manipulation module, we need to design 

the core table used in our system namely master_table and master_column. This is important 

since both tables will be used as the main reference in our system. 

 

4.2 Designing master_table Table 

Previously we have discussed the requirement for master_table table that will be the main 

reference throughout our system. For the master_table we need two main columns namely 

table_name and table_title respectively. Apart from that, we also need to have a table_id as a 

primary key. Figure 4 shows the query to create master_table. 

 

CREATE TABLE `master_table`  

 (`table_id` INT(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT ,   

 `table_title` VARCHAR(100) NOT NULL ,  

 `table_name` VARCHAR(65) NOT NULL , 
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 PRIMARY KEY (`table_id`)); 

Fig.4. Query to create master_table. 

 

4.3 Designing master_column Table 

Earlier we have also discussed the requirement for master_column table which will be the main 

reference throughout our system. For master_column we also need to prepare three main 

columns namely column_name, column_title and column_datatype. Apart from that, we also 

need to have column_id as a primary key and table_id as reference key to the master_table 

table. Figure 5 shows the query to create master_column. 

 

CREATE TABLE `master_column`  

 ( `column_id` INT NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT , 

 `column_title` VARCHAR(100) NOT NULL , 

 `column_name` VARCHAR(65) NOT NULL , 

 `column_datatype` VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL , 

 `table_id` INT NOT NULL ,  

 PRIMARY KEY (`column_id`)); 

Fig.5. Query to create master_column. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we have proposed a dynamic reporting system with the aims to eliminate extensive 

programmer involvement in dynamic reporting system. We proposed a dynamic reporting 

system consisting of the module: i. table manipulation module, ii. data manipulation module 

and iii. reporting module. Since this paper only focuses on designing table manipulation 

module, we later narrow our focus on designing a generic master table namely master_table 

and master_column. 

For future works, we will continue to discuss on developing a complete table manipulation 

module and interface that will later allow a clerk to create a table including all the entity inside 

the table itself such as column name and its data type. 
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